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Summary
Over the past 10 weeks, Jen has completed 12.5 hours of SAT preparation and has shown incredible 
improvement! Specifically, Jen has a good understanding of some math concepts and does well on larger 
passage questions in the reading section. Although Jen is occasionally distracted with her surroundings, she 
is still very much motivated to succeed. As Jen continues to complete the weekly homework problems set 
by her Gooroo, James, she will be able to tackle challenging concepts, such as converting word problems to 
equations.

Accomplishments and Advice

Reading

Jen is successful in the larger and more simple reading sections, however she needs more 
practice in systematic reading. She scored an amazing 10/10 on a passage from the reading 
comprehension section. James has assigned homework that is specifically intended to help her 
improve her ability to analyze more complex passages.
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Writing

After reviewing the writing section for the SAT, Jen is now able to connect and transfer her main 
ideas to the rest of her paragraphs. She should continue to practice and improve her vocabulary 
in order to write a more robust essay. As Jen continues, she will become more and more 
confident in how to approach the essay.

Math

For math problems, Jen has developed a better understanding for testing strategies. She has also 
fixed her misconception with turning words into equations, realized the issues with probability, 
and improved her usage of the squeeze theorem. Jen should continue to practice basic algebraic 
expansions and review her areas of improvement such as limits and continuity.

Semester Plan
As the school semester progresses, Jen should begin to map out a timeline. This will allow her to manage her 
time between extracurriculars, school work, as well as SAT prep. She should commit to a study plan to help 
her work towards her goal. The following are some aspects that Jen will have to work on:



I am also available to assist Jen in any future college planning. Please contact me at 545-791-3081 or 
support@gooroo.com. Have a great semester!

Sincerely,

Sue Lee
Personal Learning Consultant

Vocabulary - Jen should continue to study vocabulary words on her own, in order to improve 
her essay writing. We recommend that she make her own flashcards or use Quizlet to learn new 
words to expand her vocabulary.

Math, Reading, Writing - Jen should continue to work with her Gooroo to understand the various 
Math, Reading Comprehension, and Essay concepts in the SAT. She should focus on connecting 
main ideas to explanatory sentences. She should also continue to work on systems of equations 
problems.

Full-Length Practice Exams - Taking full-length practice exams will help Jen manage her time 
better. Having the real experience of a full 3-hour exam will allow her to relax more and be less 
nervous when it comes to taking the real SAT exam.


